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Abstract
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Understanding the origins and evolution of synapses may provide insight into species diversity
and organisation of the brain. Using comparative proteomics and genomics we examined the
evolution of the postsynaptic density (PSD) and MAGUK associated signalling complexes
(MASCs) underlying learning and memory. PSD/MASC orthologues found in yeast perform basic
cellular functions regulating protein synthesis and structural plasticity. Striking changes in
signalling complexity were observed at the yeast:metazoan and invertebrate:vertebrate boundaries,
with expansion of key synapse components, notably receptors, adhesion/cytoskeletal and scaffold
proteins. Proteomic comparison of Drosophila and mouse MASCs revealed species-specific
adaptation with greater signalling complexity in mouse. Although synapse components were
conserved amongst diverse vertebrate species, mapping mRNA and protein expression within the
mouse brain showed vertebrate-specific components preferentially contributed to differences
between brain regions. We propose that evolution of synapse complexity around a core protosynapse has contributed to invertebrate–vertebrate differences and to brain specialisation.

Introduction
Learning and adaptation to changing environments are properties shared by all animals and
may be involved in adaptive radiation of species into environmental niches. Studies in a
wide range of multi-cellular organisms show that simple forms of learning such as
sensitisation and habituation found in invertebrates are building blocks for more complex
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forms found in vertebrates1, 2. Attempts to uncover the neurobiological basis of behavioural
complexity have focused on differences between vertebrates, where a high degree of
behavioural flexibility has evolved (apparently independently) multiple times (e.g. corvids,
cetaceans and primates). Of the factors proposed to explain species differences, it has been
argued that those reflecting information-processing capacity (number of cortical neurons and
conduction velocity of cortical fibres) correlate best with intelligence amongst mammals3.
While synapses play a fundamental role in neural information processing, discussions of
brain and behavioural evolution typically do not consider the possibility of synapse
molecular evolution, of which surprisingly little is known.
The biology of learning and other cognitive functions involves the activation of
neurotransmitter receptors on the postsynaptic side of the synapse by patterns of neuronal
activity, triggering biochemical pathways leading to changes in neuronal function1. The Post
Synaptic Density (PSD) contains multi-protein signal transduction complexes formed by
neurotransmitter receptors and associated proteins, which are essential for induction of
synaptic plasticity and learning4-7. Proteomic studies in mice show that ionotropic Nmethyl-D-aspartate (NMDA) and metabotropic subtypes of glutamate receptors are linked
by scaffold proteins (Membrane Associated Guanylate Kinases, MAGUK) into complexes
of 186 proteins referred to as NRC or MASC (NMDA Receptor Complex, MAGUK
Associated Signalling Complex)8-10. The PSD itself displays a remarkable degree of
complexity, involving ~1000 identified proteins from a wide variety of functional
classes11-13. A high percentage of MASC and PSD genes possess physiological, behavioural
and disease phenotypes, with single gene studies showing over 40 MASC proteins to be
involved in synaptic and behavioural plasticity in rodents, and human brain disorders (14-16
http://www.genes2cognition.org/db.html). These proteins and complexes are a suitable
template for examining the molecular evolution of learning and synapse organisation.
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Here we examine synapse evolution using genomic, proteomic and expression profiling of
postsynaptic proteins. Genomic comparison of 19 species indicates differences in the
complexity and organisation of synapses. This was confirmed by proteomic studies of
Drosophila MASC, which revealed significant differences in complexity compared to mouse
MASC. The expression profiles of postsynaptic proteins in mouse brain showed a
relationship between the evolution of synapse proteins and their pattern of expression. We
present a model for the molecular origins and evolutionary diversification of the synapse,
highlighting the roles played by molecular complexity in signal processing and behaviour.

Evolution of the synapse proteome
To investigate the origins of the mammalian synapse proteome, we identified orthologues of
651 genes corresponding to mouse postsynaptic proteins (570 from the PSD,183 from
MASC, 102 common to both) (see Methods and8, 10) in 19 different species (Supplementary
Tables 1 and 2). The species studied comprised a wide range of animals with nervous
systems of differing anatomical complexity: invertebrates, non-mammalian vertebrates and
mammals. We also identified orthologues in an out-group possessing no nervous system, the
unicellular eukaryote S. cerevisiae. Validation was performed (repeating orthologue
searches by hand using key pairs of organisms and a deeper substitution matrix) to ensure
that absence of orthologues did not simply reflect sequence divergence between species (see
Supplementary Methods).
The numbers of PSD and MASC orthologues in each species correlate well with each other
(R2 = 0.99), and both displayed clear differences between yeast, invertebrates and
vertebrates (Figure 1a/b). Approximately 23% of all mammalian synapse proteins were
detected in yeast (21.2% MASC, 25.0% PSD) and ~45% in invertebrates (46.2% MASC,
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44.8% PSD). Thus a significant proportion of genes encoding MASC and PSD orthologues
precede the origins of the nervous system, with apparent stepwise expansions following the
divergence of metazoans from eukaryotes and vertebrates from invertebrates. The inclusion
of a urochordate (C. intestinalis), the closest living relatives of vertebrates17, allows us to
locate this second expansion quite precisely, although analysis of a member of the family
Myxinidae (hagfish) would be necessary to distinguish between vertebrate and craniate
specific expansion. We would not expect analysis of additional unicellular eukaryotes to
significantly alter the picture of metazoan expansion as it primarily involves elaboration of
intercellular signalling pathways (fundamental to the existence of metazoa) while genes
linked to protein synthesis and metabolism are largely identifiable in yeast (see below).
Synaptic plasticity and learning involves the modulation of cellular function and
morphology by receptor-associated signaling pathways. To identify unicellular processes
from which synapse functionality may have arisen, we considered the function of PSD/
MASC orthologues in yeast as described by the Saccharomyces Genome Database (http://
www.yeastgenome.org/) (Supplementary Table 3). The majority contribute to generic
cellular functions (protein synthesis/degradation, vesicular trafficking, regulation of the actin
cytoskeleton) that are regulated in response to environmental factors (ions, nutrients,
pheromones). Signal transduction pathways mediating environmental responses contained
~15% of orthologues. Although (predictably) neurotransmitter receptors were absent, other
aspects of synaptic signalling possessed functional counterparts in yeast. Orthologues of
calmodulin (cmd1) and calcineurin (cmp2) control Ca2+ homeostasis by regulating
transcription of pmc116, orthologue of the synaptic Ca2+ pump ATP2B4. Independently of
Ca2+, cmd1 regulates the actin cytoskeleton (through interaction with the Arp2/3 complex,
also found in the PSD) and receptor-mediated endocytosis18. Orthologues of NF1 (ira2),
PKA (tpk2), Erk2 (fus3) and GNB5 (ste4) belong to major pathways regulating
transcription, cell morphology and adhesion downstream of nutrient- and pheromonesensitive GPCRs19-22. Thus components of synaptic pathways regulating protein synthesis
and structural plasticity in rodents play analogous roles in unicellular responses to
environmental cues (ions, nutrients) and simple cell-cell (pheromonal) communication.
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In parallel with the expansion in numbers of proteins, the total number of protein domains
detected within each set of orthologues increased (Supplementary Figure 1a). However, the
number of domain types did not increase to the same extent, the difference between
invertebrates and vertebrates being much less pronounced (Supplementary Figure 1b). These
data suggest that synapse proteome expansion does not so much reflect the recruitment of
proteins containing new domain types but more the expansion of protein types already
present i.e. innovation by gene family duplication and diversification rather than integration
or de novo generation of new protein types (see Supplementary Notes and Supplementary
Table 4 for further analysis of domain types).
We next examined whether specific types of proteins were involved in synapse proteome
expansion. Gene Ontology annotations (http://www.geneontology.org/) were used to
evaluate the number of PSD/MASC genes associated with synapse functionality and other
more general cell-biological processes in yeast, worm, fly, zebrafish, chicken, mouse and
human (Figure 1c). Neurotransmitter receptors were present in all organisms with nervous
systems, and vertebrates consistently displayed greater numbers of receptors than
invertebrates. The components of second messenger pathways also showed expansion in
vertebrates and invertebrates. In contrast, the representation of protein synthesis machinery
did not increase. In agreement with the GO term analysis, functional families corresponding
to upstream signalling/structural components were poorly represented in yeast, undergoing
increasing expansion in invertebrates and vertebrates (Figure 1d). As predicted, the majority
of components from downstream cell biological processes could be identified in yeast and
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early metazoans, and showed significantly reduced expansion (Figure 1e). Of the upstream
components, 44% of all cytoskeletal and cell adhesion molecules were vertebrate in origin,
significantly more than expected from a random sample of genes (P < 10−4, see Methods).
Only 10% of cytoskeletal/adhesion genes possessed detectable orthologues in yeast (P <
10−4). Also under-represented in yeast (10% or less identified) were channels and receptors
(P = 0.003), MAGUKs/Adaptors/Scaffolders (P = 0.02) and kinases (P = 0.05). Downstream
processes comprised the majority of synaptic components with identifiable orthologues in
yeast. Notably enriched were genes linked to transcription and translation (over 50%, P <
10−3), including 85% of ribosomal proteins (P < 10−5); protein folding and trafficking (70%
of heat shock/chaperones, P < 10−5); and metabolism (90% of ATP synthases, P < 10−4). So
while signal transduction pathways linked to cell surface receptors show evidence of
expansion at yeast:metazoan and invertebrate:vertebrate boundaries, the downstream cellbiological processes that they regulate do not.
These data suggest that most functional types of synapse protein were present in early
metazoans, and that the proto-synapse constructed from this core functionality has been
elaborated upon during the evolution of invertebrates and vertebrates. Recent studies
confirm the presence of many families of synapse and cell signalling genes in the phylum
porifera (sponges) supporting the hypothesis that core synapse signalling components were
present at the base of animal kingdom23-25. Elaboration appears to have primarily involved
gene family expansion and diversification amongst upstream signalling/structural
components (receptors, scaffolders, cytoskeletal, adhesion and signal transduction
molecules).
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Key predictions arising from these comparative genomic data are that invertebrate synapses
a) exhibit reduced signalling complexity (number of signalling/structural components)
compared to vertebrates b) possess components of generic cell-biological processes (e.g.
protein synthesis, metabolism) that are predominantly of pre-metazoan origin, and c) show
evolutionary expansion in upstream signalling/structural components. To test these
predictions it is necessary to have proteomic data from invertebrate synapses and although
PSDs were observed with electron microscopy in the fly brain26 they have not been analysed
at the molecular level. However, the discs large protein (Dlg), which is a Drosophila
MAGUK and the homologue of mammalian PSD-95, SAP102 and PSD-93 has been studied
and is expressed widely in the fly nervous system27. Therefore we isolated Drosophila
MASC complexes, translating to fly the methods used to isolate mouse MASC.

Isolation of Drosophila MAGUK Associated Signalling Complexes
In line with the method for purifying mouse MASC (mMASC)28, we generated a Cterminus hexapeptide of the D. melanogaster NR2 subunit (dPEP6; EMETVL), and a
control hexapeptide lacking the PDZ interaction motif (dPEP6ΔVL; IAEMET see
supplementary methods), for affinity purification of protein complexes. We found that
affinity columns using dPEP6, but not dPEP6ΔVL, bound Dlg as shown using
immunoblotting (Figure 2a). Moreover, coomassie stained gels showed that dPEP6 columns
retrieved many proteins, and that the DLG2 band was notably absent from dPEP6ΔVL
columns (Figure 2b). We therefore concluded that dPEP6 was capable of isolating fly
MAGUK proteins and MASCs (fMASC). 220 fMASC proteins were identified using mass
spectrometry (see Methods and Supplementary Table 5), suggesting that Drosophila may
possess complexes of a size comparable to those in mouse8, 10. At first glance this appeared
to contradict the comparative genomic data, but closer inspection revealed major differences
in the types of proteins present. When fMASC proteins were categorized into functional
protein families using the scheme developed for mMASC8, it was found that upstream
signalling/structural components (receptors, scaffolders, signal transduction molecules, etc.)
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accounted for ~25% of fMASC proteins, compared to >60% of mMASC (see Figure 2c,
note that fMASC ‘Signalling molecules and Enzymes’ are predominantly metabolic
enzymes, heat shock/chaperones and mitochondrial proteins). Thus the molecular
complexity of MASC signalling in fly is roughly half that in mouse (in both relative and
absolute terms), as predicted.
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To test the remaining predictions, we next asked which types of fMASC components (if
any) showed evidence of evolutionary conservation/expansion when compared to yeast. We
also noted whether expansion preceded the divergence of fly and mouse lineages (the
corresponding genes being detectable in chordates), or whether it was fly-specific.
Orthologues of fMASC genes were identified in yeast and in the chordate species previously
analysed (Supplementary Table 6). 71% of fMASC genes were identified in yeast, only 64
(29%) appearing to be of metazoan origin. In agreement with our predictions, the vast
majority of downstream components were present in yeast (Figure 2e, ‘Yeast’ column),
while upstream signalling/structural components of fMASC showed fly-specific expansion
(Figure 2d, ‘Fly-specific’ column). Thus both fMASC and mMASC appear to have
undergone lineage specific adaptation.
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We were interested in the extent to which fMASC and mMASC represent similar synaptic
sub-components by comparing the composition of fMASC to mMASC and mPSD. We
focused on proteins with a primary role in synaptic function/signalling as opposed to protein
metabolism/synthesis or other cellular processes (e.g. mitochondrial function)
(Supplementary Tables 5 and 7). 67 (30%) fMASC proteins were identified as having
primarily synaptic function, in contrast with 155 (83%) mMASC and 355 (62%) mPSD (85
of which were also present in mMASC, see Supplementary Table 7). fMASC and mMASC
appeared to contain similar proportions of each functional family of proteins (suggesting a
similar type of signalling complex), while fMASC and mPSD showed less similarity. To
quantify this, we calculated the probability of a random set of 67 proteins from mMASC or
mPSD having the same functional representation (number of proteins in each functional
class) as fMASC. The probability of obtaining the fMASC representation from mMASC
was 80 times greater than the probability of obtaining it from mPSD, and over 8000 times
greater than obtaining it from the subset of mPSD not found in mMASC. Thus in terms of
their general composition, fMASC and mMASC comprise similar functional subcomponents of the synapse.
Finally we considered the genetic similarity of fMASC and mMASC, and whether they
showed evidence of having evolved from a common synaptic sub-component. Given the
extent of both fly-specific and vertebrate-specific adaptation, we would not expect to find a
high degree of molecular identity between fMASC and mMASC. However, we would
expect to find greater evidence of expansion from common ancestral genes amongst
synaptic signalling molecules. 44 (20%) fMASC components were identified as being
orthologous to 56 mMASC/mPSD genes. Of these, 40 (71%) displayed evidence of gene
family expansion (1-many, many-many gene mapping) between fly and mouse, including
85% of all fMASC synaptic function gene orthologues (P = 0.01). Using BLAST29 to
identify more distant relationships, we found that 62 (93%) fMASC synaptic function genes
had identifiable homologues in the mouse genome, with 50 (75%) possessing synaptic
function homologues in mMASC and/or mPSD, (see Supplementary Methods). Supporting
the identification of fMASC and mMASC as similar synaptic sub-components, 33 of the 50
were present in mMASC. Thus in terms of their isolation, functional composition and
phylogenetic relationship, fMASC and mMASC appear to represent species-specific
adaptations of a common synaptic sub-component, having diverged by duplication,
recruitment and replacement of genes.
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It seems highly plausible that the dramatic increase in molecular signalling complexity noted
in vertebrates contributes to their increased capacity for behavioural complexity. Even
relatively small changes in the number of different signalling components may have a large
multiplicative impact on neuronal function. For example, as invertebrates have single NR2
and Dlg genes whereas vertebrates have 4 of each, the number of potential NR2-Dlg
complexes in vertebrates is 16 times higher. Extending this to other expanded families of
synaptic proteins suggests a major increase in the number of combinations with distinct
functional properties that are available to the vertebrate nervous system.
While molecular complexity clearly contributes to neuronal function, it does so within the
context of an expanded mammalian nervous system that has undergone significant regional
specialisation. Indeed the genome duplication events leading to more complex synapse
proteomes in vertebrates predate the origins of species with anatomically large nervous
systems (all vertebrate species had identifiable orthologues of ~80% or more mouse MASC/
PSD genes, Figure 1, 4). This immediately leads to the question as to whether the
complexity of the synapse proteome has been utilised in the expansion and diversification of
vertebrate nervous systems, and whether anatomical regionalisation has been accompanied
by synapse specialisation through the tuning of expression of synapse proteome
components.

MASC expression diversity in mouse brain
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We therefore examined the expression patterns of synaptic proteins in different regions of
the mouse brain. In total we examined >150 molecules and 22 brain regions using protein
and mRNA assays. Protein: western blotting (WB) of tissue extracts probed with antibodies
to 65 different synaptic proteins, 56 of which are present in the MASC;
immunohistochemistry (IHC) of mouse brain sections with antibodies to 43 different
synaptic proteins, 39 of which were MASC proteins. mRNA: in situ hybridization (ISH)
results for 55 MASC genes were obtained from the Brain Gene Expression Map (BGEM,
http://www.stjudebgem.org,30; microarray (MA) data for 148 different MASC genes
(published in 30). WB, IHC and ISH data was collated for 4 brain regions (hippocampus,
cortex, striatum and cerebellum), while MA data was available for a larger set of 22
regions31. To facilitate comparison between datasets in the 4 common regions, we used a
similar scoring method where each gene in each brain region was assigned an expression
score in the range of 0 to 4 (see Supplementary Methods, and Notes for correlation values
between the different datasets). Expression data is contained in Supplementary Table 8,
while representative IHC images are presented in Supplementary Figure 2.
We found that the vast majority of proteins were clearly co-expressed in each area of the
brain investigated, with >95% of genes co-expressed in forebrain structures (hippocampus,
striatum and cortex) and >80% expressed in all four regions. However, it was apparent by
visual inspection of all datasets that there was variation between the expression patterns of
these genes (Supplementary Figure 2, Supplementary Table 8). We therefore classified
expression patterns by Anatomical Variation of expression (AVex) of proteins/mRNAs
using 4 categories: AVexzero, same expression score in each region and therefore zero
variation; AVexlow, difference between highest and lowest expression scores of ≤ 1 (but not
zero); AVexhigh, difference between highest and lowest scores ≥ 3; and AVexmed,
expression variability lying between AVexhigh and AVexlow. It was clear that the majority of
genes/proteins were in the variable categories, and for MA, IHC and ISH, the majority of
genes/proteins were in the two most variable AVex classes (Figure 3a). These data show that
each brain region expressed a similar set of postsynaptic proteins although in different
combinations of levels. These profiles or barcodes can be used to identify a particular region
and is consistent with previous studies 31-33. These region-specific expression profiles
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indicate that variation in expression of synapse proteome components confers regional
specialisation with differential signal processing.
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Since proteomic and phylogenetic analyses show that adaptation of synaptic function
between species primarily involves the tuning of upstream signal processing pathways we
investigated the relative contribution of pre-metazoan, invertebrate and vertebrate
innovations to regional specialisation of synaptic function, and asked whether specific
classes of molecules were involved. Using the microarray data covering expression of 148
MASC genes over 22 brain regions, we calculated the standard deviation in each gene’s
expression and identified those with high or low variability (see Supplementary Methods).
We then plotted the percentage of high/low variability genes found in each of the
phylogenetic groupings (Figure 3b). Invertebrate and vertebrate innovations contributed
fewer genes to the least variable category, whereas vertebrate innovations contributed
greatly to the most variable category. 52% of all highly varying genes were of vertebrate
origin, significantly more than expected from a random sample of genes (P = 0.003), and
48% of all least variable genes were of pre-metazoan origin (P = 0.006). Similar results were
observed in the WB, IHC and ISH datasets (Supplementary Figure 3).
These data clearly indicate that genes contributing most to anatomical variation in
expression in mouse brain are typically of more recent origin. It was also found that highly
varying genes were significantly enriched with upstream signalling/structural components,
reflecting their greater expansion in invertebrates and vertebrates. Of the 10 MAGUKs/
Adaptors/Scaffolders for which western blot expression was available, 8 were classified as
highly varying, accounting for 42% of all AVexhigh proteins in this dataset (P = 0.002), and
including all 6 PDZ-domain containing scaffolders (P = 0.0008). Similarly, all 7 glutamate
receptors studied by IHC were classified as AVexhigh (41% of all highly varying IHC genes,
P = 0.0007). In contrast, no members of the Signalling Molecules and Enzymes class (60%
of which consisted of ATP synthases, mitochondrial and other enzymes) were found to be
highly varying (P = 0.001). Within the telencephalon, this class of molecules accounted for
42% of all molecules with least varying microarray expression (P = 0.006).
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Discussion
Using proteomic, genomic, and expression profiling tools we present a study of the
evolution of brain synapses. The data are consistent with a model in which core components
of the synapse originated in unicellular eukaryotes where they play roles in responses to
environmental stress (Figure 4). Stepwise expansions in molecular signalling complexity
coincided with the divergence of metazoans from eukaryotes and vertebrates from
invertebrates. Most functional types of synapse protein were present in early metazoans, and
elaboration upon this core functionality primarily involved gene family expansion and
diversification amongst upstream signalling and structural components (receptors,
scaffolders, cytoskeletal, adhesion and signal transduction molecules). Proteomic
comparison of vertebrate (mouse) and invertebrate (fly) MASC showed them to be speciesspecific adaptations of a common synaptic sub-component, having diverged by duplication,
recruitment and replacement of genes. Thus significant expansions in complexity of the
synapse proteome and specialisation have occurred during diversification.
Expansion of the synapse proteome predates the origin of vertebrate species that have
anatomically large nervous systems. The expression patterns of synaptic proteins in mouse
brain showed each region expressed a similar set of postsynaptic proteins although in
different combinations of levels (Figure 4b). Genes contributing most to anatomical
variation in expression were typically of more recent origin, and were significantly enriched
with upstream signalling/structural components (reflecting their greater expansion in
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invertebrates and vertebrates). This preferential contribution to anatomical diversification in
the mammalian brain made by synapse proteome innovations of vertebrate origin suggests
that tuning of expression of synapse proteome genes resulted in functional diversification in
brain regions.

Evolution of synaptic signalling complexity
Europe PMC Funders Author Manuscripts

How might the increased complexity of postsynaptic signalling complexes in vertebrates
compared with invertebrates influence plasticity and behaviour? First, the expansion of
upstream proteins including receptors provides a wider range of specificity elements for
ligands and extracellular signals. Second, the combinations and organisation of
neurotransmitter receptor complexes show significant differences. In particular the NMDA
receptor of invertebrates has a single NR2 subunit and single Dlg MAGUK adaptor, thereby
forming a single complex. In contrast, vertebrates have 4 of each thus allowing 16 times the
number of potential NR2-Dlg complexes. Mutations in mice support the model where the
increased molecular complexity of mammalian MASC contributes to diversity in
behavioural and electrophysiological signalling. Comparison of Dlg2 (PSD-93), Dlg3
(SAP102) and Dlg4 (PSD-95) mutants show unique synaptic plasticity phenotypes in
response to different patterns of neural stimuli in the CA3-CA1 synapses of the
hippocampus. At the behavioural level there were distinct cognitive phenotypes in learning
tasks for these mutants4, 6. Similarly, the distinct mammalian NR2 subunits have specific
signalling and behavioural phenotypes7, 34, 35 as do many (>40) other MASC proteins,
drawn from various functional protein classes (16, http://www.genes2cognition.org/db/).
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Complexity differences between invertebrate and vertebrate MASC are accompanied by
differences in interaction domains that are responsible for organising the signalling
complexes36. The vertebrate NR2 cytoplasmic domain, which is responsible for binding
MAGUK proteins (via the terminal PDZ interaction motif) and multiple postsynaptic
signaling molecules, is ~600 residues37-40. In contrast, the invertebrate NR2 subunit
possesses a short ~100 residue domain lacking most of these interaction motifs whilst
retaining the PDZ motif36. These differences in the organisation and complexity of
signalling complexes would be expected to result in postsynaptic signalling networks with
distinct computational capabilities between vertebrates and invertebrates16.

Anatomical diversification and evolution of synapse proteome complexity
Comparison of phylogeny and brain expression revealed unexpected relationships – recently
evolved genes encoding upstream signalling/structural components of pathways contribute
most to anatomical diversity (Figure 4b). Electron microscopy studies of single synapses in
rodents reveal that this diversity (for NR2 and MAGUK proteins) distinguishes individual
synapses41, 42. Although the full extent of synapse diversity is unknown, we observed that
the differential anatomical expression patterns of proteins within MASCs produces a
signature or expression ‘barcode’. Given the large number of postsynaptic components and
their variation in levels there are very large numbers of potential combinations of complexes
or synapses. The variation in levels of expression in brain regions is likely to have been
driven by mutations within cis-regulatory sequences of expanded vertebrate gene families; a
process known as subfunctionalization. Both the comparison of control elements in these
synaptic genes and comparative proteomics between brain regions in different species
should provide further insight into the mechanisms generating synapse diversity.
Our model of synapse evolution indicates an ancestral or prototype synapse which has been
elaborated upon to provide species with a mechanism for anatomical diversification and
specialisation of synapse function. It follows that synapse proteome complexity contributes
to the computational and cognitive properties of the brain, and should be considered along
Nat Neurosci. Author manuscript; available in PMC 2013 April 12.
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with differences in neuron number and connectivity in interpreting evolutionary differences
in behaviour. By providing a substrate for synapse diversification, it is interesting to
speculate that synapse molecular complexity may have been a prerequisite for anatomical
and functional changes underlying the emergence of complex behavioural repertoires.
Although the complexity and diversity of human synapse proteomes remains to be explored
it is interesting that both ancient (e.g. NF1) and recent components (e.g. Dlg3) of MASC are
encoded by genes responsible for heritable cognitive impairments. Moreover, some MASC
components (e.g. NR2A) show evidence of higher rates of evolution in primate compared to
rodent lineages43. The synapse proteome datasets from invertebrates and vertebrates provide
a new approach for studying nervous system evolution and diversification and may be used
to shed light on the origins of complex behaviours.

Materials and methods
Isolation of Drosophila MASC
Affinity resin preparation—0.5 ml activated support Affi-Gel 10 (Bio-Rad, USA) was
washed with 20ml chilled MQ-Water and 5ml of chilled MOPS pH 8.0 50mM CaCl2
50mM. 5 mg of peptide in 1ml MOPS pH 8.0 50mM CaCl2 50mM was mixed with Affi-Gel
and coupled for 4 hours at 4 °C with a further blocking step (Tris pH9 1M 2:1 (v/v) 18hrs
4°C, washed with Tris 20mM pH9.0 and stored at 4°C.
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Affinity purification—1 g D. melanogaster heads were homogenized in 24 ml lysis
buffer: Tris 50 mM pH 7.4, Nonidet P-40 (Roche Diagnostics, Germany) 0.5% (v/v), NaF
50 mM, ZnCl2 20 μM, o-vanadate 1 mM, PMSF 1mM, Aprotinin 2ugr/ml and Leupeptin 2
μg/ml, using an OMNI 2000 homogenizer (Omni International, USA) on ice. Sample was
left in ice for 1 hour and centrifuged using a JA25.50 rotor (Beckman, USA) at 20,000 rpm
for 30 minutes at 4°C and supernatant cleared through a 5 μM filter. Extracts were mixed
with affinity resins at a 100:1 (v/v) and incubated 18hrs at 4°C with agitation. Resin was
washed with 300 column volumes of lysis buffer lacking PMSF. Resin was mixed with an
equivalent volume of elution buffer (5 mg/ml solution of the same peptide contained on the
resin in washing buffer with pH adjusted to 9) and incubated for 2 hours at 4°C with
agitation. The mixture of resin and elution buffer was centrifuged for 1 minute at 3000rpm
in an Eppendorf table centrifuge and the supernatant containing the eluted sample recovered.
Detection of orthologues across species—Swiss-Prot and TrEMBL accessions of
PSD and NRC/MASC proteins previously identified by mass spectrometry and
immunoprecipitation8 were mapped to human Ensembl genes from NCBI Build 35 using
EnsMart44. Orthologues of these were identified in 19 species using the Ensembl Compara
database (www.ensembl.org, Ensembl version 36). A full list of gene builds used is given in
Supplementary Methods. Pfam domains45 and Gene Ontology (GO) terms
(www.geneontology.org) for each orthologue were obtained via EnsMart. To infer species
phylogeny, protein sequences of GAPDH were aligned using muscle46. The unrooted
maximum likelihood tree was generated by PhyML47.
Identification of fly MASC orthologues—Orthologues of the 220 fMASC genes
together with their orthology type were retrieved from the Ensembl 46 database via
EnsMart. In order to identify fMASC genes preceding the divergence of fly and mouse
lineages, orthologues were identified in yeast and the 14 chordate species. A full list of gene
builds used is given in Supplementary Methods.
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Composition of fly MASC relative to mouse MASC/PSD (synaptic function
group)—To assess similarity in composition between the synaptic function subsets of
fMASC (67 proteins) and mMASC/mPSD (155 and 355 respectively), we calculated the
probability of a random set of 67 proteins from mMASC or mPSD having the same number
from each functional family as fMASC. Consider a set of N proteins of which n(i) belong to
functional family f(i) (i = 1…nf). We wish to calculate the probability that a random
selection of M proteins will contain m(i) in functional family f(i) (i = 1…nf). There are ρ[M]
= N!/[M!(N-M)!] ways of selecting M proteins from N. Of these, ρ[m(1), m(2), …, m(nf)] =
Πi n(i)!/[m(i)![n(i)-m(i)]]! contain m(i) in functional family f(i) (i = 1…nf). The probability
is thus ρ[m(1), m(2), …, m(nf)]/ ρ[M].
Statistical overlap between sets of molecules—The statistical significance of an
overlap between two sets of molecules was calculated using the method of16. This was used
to analyse several datasets: phylogenetic expansion of mouse MASC/PSD functional
classes; phylogenetic expansion of mouse fMASC functional classes; relationship between
functional classes of mMASC/mPSD orthologues of fMASC components and orthology
type; expression variability and phylogeny; and expression variability and mouse MASC/
PSD functional classes. Further details are given in Supplementary Methods.

Supplementary Material
Refer to Web version on PubMed Central for supplementary material.
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Figure 1. Comparison of PSD and MASC homologues and expansion of selected functional
groups of genes

a) The phylogenetic relationship of species studied. Numbers in parentheses represent
number of NRC/PSD orthologues detected respectively.
b) The occurrence of PSD and MASC homologues found in each of the 19 species as a
percentage of those found in human. Where annotation of multiple homologues was reported
by Ensembl, a single positive hit was recorded.
c) Evolution of learning and plasticity mechanisms. From the 651 PSD/MASC genes, the
number of genes in different species (yeast (Y), worm (W), fly (F), zebrafish (Z), chicken
(C), mouse (M) and human (H)) involved with 3 major molecular mechanisms (receptors,
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second messenger signaling, protein synthesis) of learning and memory were plotted. For
clarity, only data from seven representative species are shown. Numbers in parentheses are
GO term identifiers (www.geneontology.org/). Data were obtained from Ensembl.
d) Upstream signaling components show increasing rates of expansion towards mammalian
lineage. The proportion of each functional class (as a percentage of the total number of
mouse MASC/PSD genes belonging to it) whose earliest identifiable orthologue occurs in
yeast (Y), invertebrates (I) or vertebrates (V).
e) Downstream signaling components show decreasing rates of expansion towards
mammalian lineage. The proportion of each functional class (as a percentage of the total
number of mouse MASC/PSD genes belonging to it) whose earliest identifiable orthologue
occurs in yeast (Y), invertebrates (I) or vertebrates (V).
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Figure 2. Proteomic analysis of the Drosophila MASC

a) DLG binds Drosophila NR2 C-terminal peptide. Protein extracts (input) of fly head were
incubated with dPEP6 (d6) or dPEP6ΔVL (d6Δ) resin immobilised peptide. After binding
the resin was washed (wash) and bound protein eluted (eluate) and residual bound protein
(beads) were assayed for the presence of Drosophila DLG using immunoblotting.
b) Eluates of dPEP6 (d6) and dPEP6ΔVL (d6Δ) columns were run on a 4-12% SDS PAGE
gel and stained with coomassie brilliant blue. The arrow indicates the region on the gel
which gave the majority of DLG peptides after mass spectrometry.
c) Pie charts show the percentage of fMASC (220 proteins) and mMASC (186 proteins)
belonging to each functional protein class. Key indicates colour code for identity of specific
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classes (downstream, effector components are encapsulated in the blue, purple and brown
segments).
d) Upstream signaling components classes showing significant expansion following
divergence of fly and chordate lineages. The proportion of each functional class (as a
percentage of the total number of fMASC genes belonging to it) whose earliest identifiable
orthologue occurs in yeast (Y), early metazoans (M, common to fly and chordate lineages)
or is fly-specific (F).
e) Downstream classes are predominantly of unicellular eukaryotic origin. The proportion of
each functional class (as a percentage of the total number of fMASC genes belonging to it)
whose earliest identifiable orthologue occurs in yeast (Y), early metazoans (M, common to
fly and chordate lineages) or is fly-specific (F).
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Figure 3. Variation in expression patterns in mouse brain regions

a) Relative proportions of genes with variable expression patterns using four methods. This
shows the percentage of genes in each AVex class, for each of the methods of testing
expression. Note that genes showing no variation in expression between brain regions
(AVexzero) are in the minority. The expression datasets are (clock-wise from top left):
microarray (MA); western blot (WB); immunohistochemistry (IHC); and in-situ
hybridisation (ISH). Expression variability classes are: AVexzero (all expression scores
equal); Avexlow (scores of only 4 and 3); AVexmed (all scores between 4 and >1); and
AVexhigh (scores of 4 and ≤1).
b) Variation in brain expression is a function of phylogeny. The graph shows the percentage
of high (black) and low (grey) variability MASC genes whose earliest identifiable
orthologue was present in Yeast, an Invertebrate or Vertebrate. Note that the majority of
high variability genes are of vertebrate origin, and the majority of low variability genes are
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of pre-metazoan origin (i.e. present in yeast). Microarray data from 22 mouse brain regions
was used.
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Figure 4. Summary of relationships of synapse proteome evolution with neuronal number,
behaviour and expression patterns

a) Relationship of synapse/behavioural complexity to taxonomic grouping of species. In
scatter plot of neuron number against synapse proteome complexity, estimates of neuron
numbers were obtained from 4849503. Synapse proteome complexity estimated as percentage
of mouse MASC/PSD components possessing orthologues. Several genes of interest to
learning and plasticity are listed where they first arise. The schematic representations of
signaling complexes use 3 interlinked shapes (blue circles, upstream receptor/adhesion
proteins; red box, signalling proteins; yellow triangle, downstream proteins). The cell
membrane is indicated as a dark line and the pre- and post-synaptic terminal is indicated for
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invertebrates and vertebrates. The number of blue circles and size of red box increases,
illustrating their relative expansion. Behaviors indicates that while all organisms respond to
their environment, ability to alter these responses and manipulate the environment show
marked differences in complexity 2. Note expansion of mammalian brain size occurs after
expansion of synapse proteome complexity.
b) Mammalian MASC complexes and brain region expression variation. Schematic
representation of MASC (see 4a) is shown and the expression level for 5 proteins from the 3
levels of MASC is shown (expression barcode). Upstream proteins show greater variation in
expression levels and are of more recent origins. The cartoon of the brain indicates that the
expression barcode is distinct for different neuronal populations.
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